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The Anchor

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Founded in 1928
The Anchor is located on the third floor of
the Student Union. Our mailing address is:
THE ANCHOR

Rhode Island College
600 Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 029,08
Telephone 831-6600extension 257
The Anchor is composed weekly during the school year. It is
printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4 Church Street,
Ware, Mass.
Advertising is sold at the rate of $2.00 per column inch. A JOper
Ads in "Free
cent discount is allowed campus organizations.
Classifieds" are free to all members of the RIC community. For
manager.
consult our advertising
further information,

All editorial decisions for the Anchor are made enti~ely b~ its student editorial board. No form of censorship
will be imposed. However, material found unacceptable or
unsuitable in their opinion will not be published. All unsolicited material, including Letters to the Editor, must
include the name and address of the author. Names will be
withheld upon request. Views appearing in the Anchor do

not necessarily reflect those of the administration, faculty
or staff of the college. Unsigned editorials reflect the views
of the Anchor editorial board.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Robert Mayoh - Production Manager
James Lastowski - Managing Director
Joseph W. Sullivan - News
George McFadden - Features
Ron Stetson - Lay-Out
Jeffery Horton - Advertising and Graphics
Tim Geary - Sports
Jon Lemoine - Business Manager
Mary Paolino - Copy
Catherine Hawkes - Copy
Grey Room Committee - George McFadden, Janet Rothbart, Ron
Stetson.
Marcel Desrosiers - Photography Manager

Staff - Jimmy (;allagher, Sheilagh Denerley, Steve Dunphy, Pete
Slauta, Mike lliggins. Cheryl Simeone

SMAC Holds Second
Meeting:
G YN· Report Discussed
Meeting
(Students
SMAC
Comfor
Administrators
held its second
municating)
scheduled meeting on Thursday,
October 10th, to increased attendance by students and over an
hour's worth of pointed discussion
received
about the recently
report and the
gynecological
eventual makeup of its reviewing
committee.
Shortly after the report of the
Health
College
American
Association was received by the
Student Affairs Office last October
4th, President Willard announced
the formation of a reviewing
committee, whose task would be to
study and then forward recomas to the immendations
of the ACHA's
plementation
report. At the October 10th meeting
of SMAC., Dr. Willard stated that
he would support the recomof the reviewing
mendations
committee, whatever they may be.
Students present at the meeting
questi0ncd the composition of the
committee, which in its first form
adan academic
included
ministrator (Dr. Hardy, Dean of
Student Affairs), a chaplain, a

a
educator,
science
health
of the Parents'
representative
Association, a repres.:mtative of
the health and safety program of
students
two
College,
the
nominated by Parliament, and the
Student
Physician.
College
criticism of the makeup of the
committee focused on the question
of whether the committee was
truly representative and if it had
not been "stacked" to favor an
eventual minimum request for
expanding GYN services. Concern
was voiced over the fact that
Counseling Services was not included in the makeup of the
committee, and that the College
Physician, Dr. James Scanlan.
who has opposed GYN services in
the past and who therefore can
. hardly be regarded as impartial in
the matter, was included. Several
students also questioned whether a
chaplain and a representative of
the Parents' Association should
have been included. In response.
the
questioned
Dr. Willard
and exstudents' impartiality
pressed the feeling that if students
<Con·t.

on Pg. :n

-eElM M E NTA RY
The ''Curtiss Massacre''
Last Tuesday night (Oct. 15th) I
watched, with great incredulity
and nausea, as cattle ranchers in
shot and
Wisconsin
Curtiss,
stabbed one-hundred head of infantile calves, this being televised
from coast to coast, in protest over
what they deemed to be unsatisfactory prices for their steers.
These young calves, many too
young to stand up, were dragged
like so many sides of beef from the
tailgate of a truck and dumped
unceremoniously upon the ground.
Quivering and whimpering, they
succumbed to colci blades or had
their brains blasted out by pistol
shots. The carcasses, some of them
still exhibiting detectable signs of
life, were then kicked ;:,to a nearby
pit prepared for the occasion.
One sober-faced rancher, whose
expression I hesitate to describe as
bovine, complained to a reporter
that lowered cattle prices were
ruining him, and that this gesture
of protest was to inform the public
that the cowboys of Curtiss are
much disaffected.

only by the. visual distress of the
The tremendous carelessness
and banality with which this butchery (for I'm sure that would
carnage was effected is possibly appear repulsive even on a comthe most remarkable aspect of last mercial level) but also by the lack
Tuesday's episode. I assume that of regard paid to the needs of the
such a scene as this would have the hungry less-fortunate.
dissent would
The ranchers'
least effect upon one professionally
favorably
been more
employed in a charnelhouse; and have
as I am not thus employed, I can received and its success more
chalk up any personal squeamish- certain had they elected to give
ness as incidental to my inex- away to the needy those calves
they held no hope for selling, and
perience.
Nevertheless, there remains to therefore insure the popularity of
their
by
grievance
be commented upon the matter of their
wastage. If the slaughter has made thoughtfulness of and generosity
me a confirmed vegetarian, there towards the poor.
The would-be sensationalism of
are others in this world who have
never had the benefit of making a the "Curtiss - Massacre" has acnothing in either
similar choice. Meat is a luxury complished
item in most of the Third World respect. Instead, the moral and
countries and while millions starve intellectual squalor deposited in
for want of protein, criminally the wake of greed has once again
menaced the material equality and
stupid and selfish cattlemen
methodically destroy one-hundred well-being among the citizens of
head of cattle; enough, I trust, to the world.
Joseph W. Sullivan
alleviate famine among some for a
few days.
Far from enlisting my sympathy
in their protest, I am repelled not

Dear.Richard
...

Jannetta

• • •

there's so much you don't understand!

to the possibility that the good
Reverend and Mr. Jannetta might
be double agents, posing as conThe trouble with being a very far
so
but speaking
servatives
right conservative is that there are
outrageously as to discredit all
so f0w others like you (at least,
rightists everywhere. Why, look at
very few you can trust) with whom
Mr. Jannetta's virtual plea that
you can commiserate. It's so hard,
undergo a military
America
hiding in a bomb shelter or
Overthrow the Contakeover.
valiantly clambering onto the soap
stitution to save democracy,
box, trying to tell the world that me
''support democracy or I'll kill
and you. maybe, are the ONLY
agent
a sly
What
you!'·
been swept
ones left who haven't
mine)
which he knows (emphasis
provocateur!
away by the red tide.
revolution
of
will further the cause
Mr. Jannetta in his Oct. 19th
Well, anyway, this essay is my to which .the public school system
way of picking up the gauntlet cast is dedicated...
For with the letter alludes heatedly to "the
semi-secret Council on Foreign
so vigorously every week in 'the billionaire
insider.
socialist
Anchor by Mr. Richard Jannetta, a
as an Relations." For background, you
serving
Rockefeller,
challenge issued to every human unelected
and should know that the C.F .R. is an
vice-president,
being capable of reading and Hepry Kissinger working most obscure group which publishes the
some rudimentary
possessing
vigorously to turn the rest of the world's most authoritative digest
of political opinion FOREIGN
knowledge of what is going on in world over to communism.
the world today.
Ameri2a faces the most serious AFFAIRS, and which has served
I hate to try to typecast Mr. threat to her sovereignty and as the training ground for most of
Jannetta, since that is the trap into freedom as a nation since the days America's leaders for the past fifty
which he falls constantly, but there
leading up to the War for years. It has served as the focal
are numerous ideological clues in Independence. Is it too late. for point for most of the far-right's
the line he has promoted in the last America'? Or will she be saved fears, they looking upon it as the
several issues. The first and most from communism even as tlH' front for the International-Jewlet us say· Chilean people were spared this Communist-Banker Conspiracy. It
obvious parallel,
similarity, is between Mr. Jan- terrible agony by its alert military is studied in depth by John Bircher
Gary Allen in NONE DARE CALL
netta and the famed Reverend
generals'?" ( .-\nchor. 9-19-74l
Ennio Cugini, the Anchor's guest
Remarkable. From this mass of IT CONSPIRACY.
Opinion on the C.F .R. separates
columnist during 1973-74. Since I logic, I draw one overriding fear
am a "fan" of the good Reverend
(or is it simply a trap of logic"', the conservative men from boys.
and frequently listen to his radio that must torment many m(•mbers William F. Buckley notes, "The
program, I often take note of the of the radical right. If.· inde<'d. all Council on Foreign Relations was
Reverend's weekly themes taking of our leaders and most nf our in- never the great ganglion of antilife in Mr. Jannetta 's weekly letter.
stitutions are infi-ltrated or. a'" American Zionist internationalism
The second clear parallel could some would put it. controlkcl. 1,~- that the kooks in the right-wing
be drawn with the John Birch the forces of Marxism. then ho\1 1-- fever swamps suspected ... It is
magazine
whose
Society.
it that Marxist assassins han• 110! out of touch with the important
flow through
that
currents
AMERICAN OPINION evidentally
silenced Re\'. Cugini or Mr. Jan
served as the source material for netta? Have they been luck~., America" (NAT'L REVIEW, 9-24Mr. Jannetta's scathing indict- Have there been anv narrow 71).
ment of Nelson Rockefeller, and escapes, like Provi::len~e learling
Not that I'm trying to defend the
the ominous connection drawn be- them out of the building before t IH'
tween Senator Claiborne Pell and bomb Wel)t off? How is it that the C.F.R., Rockefeller, Pell, Javits,
Henry
the Council on Foreign Rel at ions. fluoridated water which works :--(1 Ford, Billy Graham,
But more on that later.
well on everyone else has pron·n Kissinger, or anyone else Mr.
The most serious failing of Mr. ineffective on them < I'll bet the~ Jannetta chooses to cite as agents
of the anti-Christ. I disagree with
Jannetta, Rev. Cugini and many
drink well waterl?
others of the extreme right is the
Why does Mr. Jannetta go to a a)l • to varying deg.ree:; and for
inability to draw distinctions. the public school < Rhode Island
d!ffaient reasons~ Regardless,
inability to discern glaring dif- College)? Why did Rev .. Cugini however, there is a distinction beferences, never mind subletl~s !:1 write for ,\nchor
( which he tween them. I cannot believe that
Nelson Rockefeller, Billy Graham
op.position ideoiogies. It is similar
~haracterized in a radio broadcast
to a Liberal-Marxist-Communist
as a tool of Marxism lfor a whole and public school teachers all draw
(the great triumvirate) failing to year when he himself constantly checks from the Kremlin. I cannot
draw any distinctions betw~en the admonishes his listeners to have no ignore the glaring differences that
political beliefs of anyone, say,
traffic with the Ungodly ti.e. occur whenever people attempt to
falling on the continuum between
everyone who doesn't feel the same reduce their world to abstractions.
Henry Jackson is not George
and the
Hamphrey
Hubert
way he does l?
Minutemen.
Could it be that Mr. Jannetta is Wallace is not William F. Buckley
To quote a recent radio broad- not what he makes himself out to is not Richard Jannetta. Nor is
cast, Reverent Cugini declared
be? A "Red" Herring, perhaps. I nonsense something that should go
IS NO feel some thought should be given unrefuted week after week.
"THERE
stridently:
RUSSIA - THERE IS Nu CHINA
- THERE IS NO VIETNAM IS NO EASTERN
THERE
. ,.·•.. '
·
l
EUROPE - AND THERE IS NO
ARE ONLY
CUBA! THERE
by Will Collette,
editor emeritus

OUTPOSTS OF THE SOVIET
EMPIRE!"
To quote Richard Jannetta: "In
America today, there exist three
church
protestant
main
organizations, two of which are
apostate and the other which is
truly Christian". ( Anchor, 10-4-74 l
Quoting further: "Mr. Clean
<Gerald Ford l recently signed into
law a $25 billion education bill

Iii

'
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SMAC

<Con't. from Pg. 2)

form~d the reviewing committee it
would indeed be "stacked." "We
need people of professional
Willard said in
competence,"
defense of the choices made. He
said that parents have a legitimate
concern in the decisions to be
by the committee,
reached
although he agreed with students
that Counseling Services should be
·on the committee.
On the matter of Dr. Scanlan's
participation on the reviewing
committee as a voting member,
Dr. Willard took student opposition
to his inclusion into account, but he
would not promise that Dr. Scanlan

'_'clarify <RIC's) role, simplify its
curriculum problems, and place it
in a, better position to serve the
In
people of Rhode Island."
response, Dr. Willard said that he
had found Dr. Averill's suggestion
both "interesting and worthy," but
he did not think that such a
suggestion would be accepted by
either the Regents or the state
legislature, and probably not by
faculty or students at RIC either.
In his opinion, such a change
should not occur, because it was not
a "proper solution." URI and RIC
he added, should preserve· thei;
separate identities in the future.
Dr. Willard did say that if RIC was
to be reorganized in the future, the
Doctorate in Education which both

prospective committee members
should as. well, before they get
down to the business of just how to
implement such services. Dr.
Willard expressed his approval of
this suggestion and pledged that it
would be followed.
Dr. Ridgeway Shinn, • Dean of
Academic Affairs, brought up the
matter of financing expanded
health services at RIC. He termed
the matter of finances a "critical
question," and felt that since the
task would be
committee's
primarily one of balancing expanded services with adequate
funding, the committee should
have some idea of how much
students will accept in terms of a
student health fee. The ACHA's

GYN Committee

Willard Reorg~
The following statement appeared in last Wednesday's Briefs:
I have appointed the following
members of the College community to serve on a Committee on
of the
the Implementation
Recommendations of the Health
Service Report: Reverend Joseph
Creedon, Dr. Lenore DeLucia, Ms.
Mr. Louis
Bertha Easterling,
Marciano, Mr. Edward Perry, Dr.
and
T.am~gini,
Jeannette
Professor Sylvia Zaki. I shall
appoint two students from a list
to me by Student
submitted
and Mr. Donald
Parliament,
Hardy and Dr. James Scanlon will

serve as ex-officio members of the
committee. I have asked the
Committee to review the report of
the American Health Association
and propose to me appropriate
the
means of implementing
recommendations of the report
including timetables and financial
arrangements. I have asked the
Committee to make sure that all
segments of the college community
have an opportunity to have their
opinions on the proposals heard
and that the final report be made to
me by December 1, 1974.
Charles B. Willard

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

Dear Anchor:
I want to commend you and the
board for the lead
editorial
editorial in the Anchor for October
4, 1974. "Hard Times A Comin'"
appears to be a very accurate
phrase to describe where we ·are
and where we seem to be moving,
as far as anyone can tell. Your
editorial points ·out the need for
citizens of the United States to
realize that the world context is
now substantially different. "For
ourselves in this country, this most
assw:edly means and end to the
type of affluence most Americans
Students and Administrators at SMAC Meeting. Photo by J. Lastowskt
have not been forced to question
foi:..several bountiful decades; for
would, in fact, be taken off the report presents a prospective $30 a RIC and URI want to offer could be
in less fortunate lands it
peoples
a way of leading into such
committee. Dr. Willard himself year health fee ($15 a semester),
may prove the beginning of the
all
program
that
Doctorate
concedes
The
report
the
redesign.
though
Dr.
that
suggestion
the
offered
end." The crisis is for real and it
Scanlan serve instead in an "ex- offered figures concerning costs in Education, he said, was still
in
and funding of expanded health very much "alive," and RIC would portends a forced shifting
officio" capacity, but he refrained
resources around the world. And
"crude"
program
but
this
are
see
RIC
to
at
like
only
services
not
promises
definite
any
making
from
estimates of actual costs. Dr. Shinn added to its offerings, but ab.J a the long term issue is one of redisto that effect.
tribution of the world's wealth Development Council, he makes
Dr. Willard said that the College questioned whether students would Masters program in Social Work,
especially to enable development the following point: "If you have
A
along
fee
a
holds.
such
pay
to
currently
URI
willing
be
which
recomACHA's
the
accepted
in large parts of the world. And to only one crust of bread and get
in Business
mendation that GYN services be with the 20per cent tuition increase degree program
talk of redistribution means that another, your well being is greatly
expanded at RIC; this, he said, was which will become mandatory next Administration is also another
Americans will have to learn that enhanced; but if you have a whole
to
were
eager
is
Suggestions
RIC
which
September.
offering
added,
He
question.
not in
they can function very well with loaf, an additional crust won't
however, that the question of GYN made as to a student poll on this obtain in the future.
less.
consuming
make much of a difference. In the
student
graduate
An
attending
services was not the whole of the matter.
entitled, "Diffusing
article
an
In
In other business, Dr. Willard inquired about the possibilities of the Population Time Bomb" by eyes of most of the world.
ACHA's report; the extension of
Americans have their loaf and are
figures making
health education and better and was asked about the suggestion administration
Brown of the Overseas still demanding more; and the
Lester
in
future
Averill
the
C.
in
themselves available
more comprehensive services in made by Dr. Donald
world is beginning to question
mental health were also major the October 9th issue of the Anchor to graduate students in a similar
why." (Christian Century, August
this
with
agreed
Willard
Dr.
have.
grad
The
meeting.
to
RIC
forum
of
open
name
the
change
to
should
features of the report, and
1974).
21,
for
plans
that
asked
and
administration
Dr.
suggestion
reminded
University.
student
Rhode Islarid State
be regarded as such.
I am grateful, therefore, for the
a convenient evening time be
As to the final composition of the Averill argued that RIC is no figures that there are presently
some 3,000 grad students at RIC, arranged so that grads may get main points of your editorial. l
reviewing committee, Dean of longer principally a teacher's
believe that members of the·
and although their concerns could their say as well.
expanded
Student Life, Dixon McCool, made college because of its
The next meeting of SMAC is College community, especially.
the suggestion that members of the degree programs; rather, it is a not be heard during the day
need to be alerted to the situation
committee be asked beforehand major public urban university because most grad students come scheduled for this Thursday,
the
in
1
to
11
in which the United States finds
from
24,
October
the
in
5
or
4
after
campus
as
the
to
on
whether they accept the task of which has yet to be recognized
itself with respect lo the rest of the
ACHA's such. His suggestion of a name afternoon, an evening meeting, if Student Parliament Chambers,
the
implementing
I am grateful for your
world.
with
Building.
grads
Union
provide
Student
could
floor,
2nd
possible,
was
which·
RIC,
for
change
Since the
recommendations.
in this editorial.
leadership
any
students
air
both
to
people,
forum
twenty
helpful
Over
a
RIC-AFT
College accepts the fact of ex- originally made in the
Sineerely yours,
panded GYN services at RIC, Newsletter, would, in his words, questions and concern they m_ay and faculty, attended the October
Ridgway F. Shinn. J:.
10th meeting, and it is hoped that
Vice 'President
more will come and participate in
for Academic Affairs
the future.

---------

Parliament Supports
Referendum 9

At its October 9th meeting,
Student Parliament voted to for~
mally support the upcoming
educational bond No. 9, which has
expansion plans for Adams library
as its first priority. The vote was
more than 2 to 1 in favor of supporting the bond, and came after a
period of debate in which opponents of the bond expressed an
a
to create
unwillingness
precedent by supporting what they
bond
a tempered
considered
package. The inclusion of the
proposed ice arena and auditorium
at URI, they argued, wouldcreate
a precedent whereby future bond
packages could be politically
manipulated as well. Supporters of
the bond responded in a pragmatic
vein: either the whole bond passes
or none of it does. Parliament
President Ken Haupt expressed
;;ympathy for the opponents of the
oond at URI because of their opposition to the ice arena, but he
added that the pre-eminent concernatRICshouldbeinsupporting
however
library,
Adams
disagreeable the matter of the ice
area. The final vote on the matter
was 14 to 6. President Haupt also
announced • • that- • , • Student

Parliament's plans are to make a
formal recommendation to Dr.
Willard on the matter of faculty
at the bookstore,
discounts
questioning the fact that the
discounts have never been put into
a written policy.
Parliament
business,
In other
President Haupt also announced
Speaker Brian Taft reported that
the College Council had stifled at the October 9th meeting that on
attempted inquiry October 30th the RIC Student
Parliament's
into the matter of faculty discounts Parliament will host a meeting of
at the bookstore. Apparently it is student government represennot within the purview of either the tatives from each of the state's
Affirmative Action Committee or schools of higher education, inthe Equal Employment Oppor- cluding Bryant College. The
tunity Committee to pursue the purpose of the meeting will be to
matter, which ]eaves President discuss the prospects for student
Willard as the last recourse. unionization.
• ._,c_
.._,.,...,.~.,.,_,.,..,._...,.
••
.,.,...,.~_.._,.,...,..,.
Parliament would join RIJC in
meeting the costs of an adcampaign in the
vertisement
Providence Journal in support of
educational bonds 9 and 11.

Campus Crier
President Willard, the Vice-Presidents, and other members of
the College Administration are meeting with interested students to
discuss common problems and raise pertinent questions. Thl'se
meetings are held every other week in the Student Parliament
Chambers, 2nd Floor, Student Union. The next meetinJ{ is Thun,day, October 24 from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Members of Harambee are
particularly invited to this meeting: however. all students are
welcome to attend and encouraged to participate in this and subsequent meetings. Join us for one of the hours if you cannot make it
for both.

SERVICE
FREE
laundry & Dry Cleaninq

YoupayONLYmachineandsoapcosts
FREE Pickup& Delivery from Campus

NORGE
PETTERUTl'S
355 Hope St. - on Providence's East Side

Gourmet Mexican

Cuisine

featuring both
A MEATandMEATLESS

MENU
12 noon to 11 :00 weekdays till 4 a.m.
Fri. & sat.,

Sundays,

s:00-11:00

831-9116

a..-.-N1o11110■W1111111■S1o1111E■R1o1111V■l1o1 1■GN 1o1 1 ■-BwEa..E-R.,.&.,.S■AwNa..G■RMl■AM■M■M■M■M■M■M■.,._

& DRYCLEANING
LAUNDRY
COIN
Weekdays 8 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat. & Sun., a a.m.-9 p.m.
12-14 Fallon Avenue Prov.
across from the Welcome Restaurant
.Chalkston~ and Academy Aves.
CALL NOW 831-9S78
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Political
Science
Column

Wash_ington Calling
The Sins of Omission

by Marquis Childs
WASHINGTON- The shorthand

of Watergate brought home the
by Steve Ormrod
crimes and misdemeanors of the
the
of
features
new
One of the
Public Service Program in the Nixon administration spelled out at
length in the charges brought by
is the internship
department
program in COMMUNITY AF- the House Judiciary Committee.
FAIRS ORGANIZATIONS. This But the sins of omission that
program is not like your typical received little attention may have
internship in state government, or had consequences equally serious.
The FBI reported that crime in
involvement in political camwhere one may be the United States rose 16 per cent
paigns,
requested to lick and stamp en- in the first six months of 1974,one
velopes all day long. Instead, one of the largest increases since 1930
will work actively in a community when records were first kept.
organization to better the place in Department of Justice officials
The suggested that the increase in
live.
all
we
which
organizations range from PACE to burglary and larceny was due to
unemployment and inflation.
Workers
Island
the Rhode
President Nixon and his attorney
Association. T-hese organizations
are concerned with people, not general, John N. Mitchell, took the
tough law-and-order line, rejecting
exploitation for self-gain.
For further information, contact the view that poverty and slums
were a cause of the steady rise in
program
Dr. John Perrotta,
crime.
is
following
The
director, in CL-145.
They constantly resorted to the
a partial list of the community
rhetoric of law and order - put the
organizations which interested
political science majors and criminals in jail for long terms minors can work for: PROJECT although they had a detailed and
HOPE; PAWTUCKET INNER
CITY; BLACKSTONE VALLEY November 18, 1974- a penalty fee
FAIR WELFARE; PROVIDENCE will also have to be paid in this
INNER CITY CENTER; and case. For more information on the
FARM WORKERS SUPPORT LSAT and application blanks,
contact Dr. Carey Rickabaugh via
COMMITTEE.
an- the department's secretary, or in
important
Two other
nouncements have come to my CL-219.
In addition, the FOREIGN
attention which need mentioning
here. The law school boards, or SERVICE ENTRANCE EXAM
LSAT will be given for the first will be given on December 7, 1974
time this academic year on in Rhode Island. All interested
December 7, 1974.Applications for persons must be U.S. citizens, 21
taking the LSAT must be received years of age or a college senior.
by Princeton by November 11, You must register to take the exam
1974. If one cannot make that before October 31, 1974. See Dr.
or the Career
deadline, Princeton will accept Rickabaugh
until Development Center.
last-minute applications

---------

Annual Coinpetition
·For
Overseas Study
To Close Soon
In May, 1974, the 1975-76competition for grants for graduate
study abroad offered under the
Mutual Educational Exchange
Program (Fulbright-Hays) and by
foreign governments, universities
and private donors was officially
opened by the Institute of International Education. Now, only a
few more weeks remain in which
qualified graduate students may
apply for one of the 550 awards
which are available to 52 countries.
Most of the grants offered
provide round-trip transportation,
tuition and maintenance for one
academic year; a few provide
international travel only or a
stipend intended as a partial grant-

in-aid.
Candidates must be U.S. citizens
at the time of application, hold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent
by.the beginning date of the grant,
ability comhave language
mensurate with the demands of the
proposed study projects, and good
health. Preference is given to those
between 20 and 35 years of age.
Application forms and further
information for students currently
enrolled in Rhode Island College
may be obtained from the campus
Program • Adviser
_ Fulbright
Annette Ducey, who is located in
Gaige 110. The deadline for filing
applications on this campus is
October 24.

docum.ented warning of the falsity
of the Nixon boast that he was on
the way to curing crime with tough
remedies.
The story· of how this warning
was relegated to a dusty file has
just been told. Milton Eisenhower,
brother of the late President and a
dedicated public servant, in his
book, "The President Is Calling,"
describes the fat'e of the Commission on Crime and Violence
which he headed. Appointed
chairman of the commission by
President Lyndon Johnson at the
end of his term, Eisenhower had
constantly to scrounge for funds to
continue the investigation in light
of Nixon's indifference.
In presenting the report of the
commission to Nixon, the chairman pointed to 91 recommendations for federal, state and
community action that would
reduce the incidence of violent
crime. The members of the
commission, all with authoritative
background in the problem, concluded that the attack had to be
simultaneously to improve the
criminal justice system and
overcome the social causes of
crime.
"For 18 months after I reported
to -President Nixon, the White
silent
House was absolutely

regarding our commission's study
recommendations,"
and
Eisenhower wrote.
"Evidently our report, like many
others, had been filed and
forgotten. It is easier to talk about
attacking crime and violence than
it is to do something about it."
That was in 1971 as Nixon and
the
Mitchell were preparing
campaign blitz for the following
the
year. In that ,campaign,
rhetoric of law and order and how
had
the Nixon administration
cracked down on criminals was
used by the clever merchandisers
selling the President.
One of the touchiest areas explored by the commission was
violence and crime on television
and films, and how it relates to the
rise in crime. Noting that violent
crime is concentrated mostly in
ghetto slums where most black
people live, Eisenhower observed:
"The young ghetto resident by the
time he is 18 has spent more time
mostly
television,
watching
programs of violence, than he has
spent in school. The lure of
television is matched by the lure of
the street."
call for
The commission's
restrictive licensing of hand guns,
the Saturday Night Specials, and a
simple identification for long guns

drew the heaviest fire. Vitriolic
mail poured into Eisenhower's
office inspired, he says, by the
"rich and politically powerful
National Rifle Association." He
was called everything from a
Fascist to a Communist.
of America's
The shame
criminal record belies so much
that Nixon boasted about it in his
corruptly financed campaign. With
a population of somewhat more

than 200 million, the United States
averages 50 times as many gun
murders a year -as do England,
Germany and Japan combined
with their total population of little
more than 200 million. The rate of
violent crime per unit of population
is five times that of Canada, 30
times that of Britain and 90 times
that of the Netherlands.
With the 16 per cent rise just
reported, that appalling statistic is
also increasing. While the report
forgotten,
and
filed
was
Eisenhower's just publisl-)ed book
should at least bring it to mind
again. As a trenchant chapter
heading he has the following:
"America has the wisdom and
wealth to solve its most pressing
problems, it is only sufficien,t will
that is lacking."

WANTED: Old silver and gold NOTICE: All students who have FOR SALE: '69 Toyota Corolla
mechanical
not picked up their IDs yet, please wagon. Excellent
coins. 245-7439, after 6 p.m.
do so immediately in Craig-Lee condition, new tires, brakt>s, must
sell. $850 or best offer. Call 331FOR SALE: One Holy Bible (King 056.
404 1.
one
James Version), 12"xl0",
Dictionary Encyclopedia ( Funk
• and Wagnalls), 12"x10", one STEREO COMPONENTS: 15-40 FOR SALE: One oboe. Linton,
Medical and Health (Morris Fish- per cent off list. Most major Model HP-2, excellent condition;
fully $l95. Please call 751-0677.
Everything
bein), 10"x7", one Family Cook- brands.
book, 20 volumes of the New Book guaranteed, TVs also available.
of Knowledge, 20 volumes of Call Emile at 769-5407 early RIDE AVAILABLE: Monday to
Thursday to RIC from Hospital
American People's Encyclopedia, mornings or late evenings.
Area up Chalkstone Ave. around
10 volumes of Great Classics by
8:30. Call after 7:00 861-1497,ask·
Grolier. All in 14karat gold, bought
one year ago but are brand new FOR SALE: 1970 Volkswagen, for Lorrie.
and never used. Can be sold yellow, good condition. $1250.Call
after 3 p.m. Ask for ~nie. FOR SALE: '66 Volkswagen, good
or the whole set. :153-3900
separately
reliable transportation, $300 or
Contact Tony Tavares at 728-6072
Portraits,
best offer. Call 751-1820.
anytime after 6 p.m. or leave a PHOTOGRAPHY:
message at the Student Union Info. candids, children, weddings, or
any special events. Jon McNally, BREAKI G UP house, must sell
Desk.
941-0652.
many items by the end of October:
2-piece sectional couch, kitchen
VERY used VW Bug. Needs work. FOR SALE: Second-hand, unique table, beautiful 12' by 13' shag
Will run. Good engine parts. Call furs - jackets, coats, capes. carpet <Wonda-Weave), king size
831-9482nights or see Marcel in Assorted sizes, colors, styles. One waterbed with heater, assorted
. Anchor office.
of a kind selection of old-fashioned glassware, 2 ten speed Peugeot
beauties. Call 861-3524after 7 p.m. bicycles <1 men's frame, l unisex
- just keep trying.
frame), bedroom dresser. GIVE
ELECTRIC
PORTABLE
US A CALL and see what we have.
type--;,riter, Royal 1200. Brand WANTED: Old and silver coins by Keep calling!
ALL ITEMS
R)C student. 245-5277,5-6 p.m.
new! $85. Call 331-4041.
NEGOTIABLE. 421-0578.
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WEEKLY.
SPEEIAL
Rockefeller's Nomination
~y Jack Anderson
WASHINGTON - Top tax
'
experts, including former lnte rna l Revenue officials,
have told us they have grave
questions about the enormous
gifts that Vice President
designate Nelson Rockefeller
lavished upon his old associates.
One of the "gifts" was $50,000, which Rocke feller
passed on to his former
foreign policy adviser, Henry
Kissinger.
The problem,' say the 'ex.perts, is drawing the distinction between a gift and compensation for services. If the
Rockefeller associates were
b~ing compensated for their
services, the money should
be considered "bonuses" and
, not gifts. As such, they would
be taxable at a higher rate,
and the recipients would pay
the tax, not Rockefeller.
Thus, it is possible that
Secreiary of State Kissinger,
among others, technically·
owes the federal government •
back taxes.
Nelson Rockefeller's per-'
sonal fortune is valued at
more than $62.5 million. Yet
in 1970,he didn't pay a penny
in federal income tax. Since
most Amer~cans paid federal
income . taxes in 1970, that
meant. that the average
paying
was
citizen
Rockefeller's taxes.
All too many millionaires,
particularly the oil tycoons,
have not been paying their
fair share of the taxes. Every
dollar they escape paying
must be made up by the rest
of us taxpayers.
The public is losing patience with the discrimination in the nation's tax struc-

ture. Unless tax reforms are
adopted soon, our whole tax
collection system could be
jeopardized.
The flouse Way_sand Mean
Committee, feeling the public
·press.ure, has ·finally produced a huge, 700-page tax
bill. It contains some tax
reforms that are intended to
placate the public. The oildepletion allowance, for example, would be phased out,
. forcing._ the oil in(justry to
cough up an estimated $3
billion a year more taxes.
But our own tax advisers
say that, hidden in the 700page bill, are other gimmicks
which would give,- upper-innew tax
come taxpayers
'
breaks.
• Nelson Rockefeller's
nomination, meanwhile, is in
limbo on Capitol Hill, and the
of the Vice
confirmation
may
President· designate
even be held up until next
year.
- The Senate Rules Commit~
tee has finished its hearings.
But the House Judiciary Com~
mittee is in no hurry to act on
the nomination.
So far, its 38 members
haven't even receiv.ed briefing papers on the investigation of the nominee's finances.
The Joint Internal Revenue
Committee, which audited
the F-ord and Nixon tax
returns, is hard at work on
the Rockefeller probe. They
are expected to complete it
by October 18th.
Congress will be in recess
then, and it is doubtful that
the Judic~ary Committee will
act before the election. Indeed, there is a strong

RhodeIsland
Events
November
Pilgrims,
Pumpkins,
concerts,
chrysanthemums,
bazaars, ballet, skates, theatre and
Thanksgiving ceremonies highlight the Rhode Island November
scene.
The Marine Corps celebrates its
birth<lay, November 9,. with a
parade and official ceremonies,
10:30 a.m., Marine Barracks,
Newport.
,:\s silver skates glide over the
ice, precision performers will
again bring the beauty of the Ice
Capades to Providence, November
27-30,Civic Center.
"Broadway A La Carte", a
musical revue, November 16, and
John Raitt, star of the musical
"Seesaw", November 30, will
appear at the Veterans Memorial.
Auditorium.
Variety marks another annual
exhibit of the Slater Stamp Club,
November 24, Pawtucket Public
Library.
of
beauty
radiant
The
at the Fall
chrysanthemums
Flower Show, Roger Williams
Park, Providence, continues until
mid month. The Arbutus Garden
Club Holiday Show November 9-10,
Chariho Regional School, Wood
River Junction.
The State Ballet of Rhode Island
presents the 15th anniversary gala
"Giselle",
of
performance
Veterans
9-10,
November
Memorial Auditorium.
The Rhode Island Civic Chorale,
"St. Cecilia's Mass", November 2,
Voeterans Memorial Auditorium;
and Evensong, November 24,

Trinity Church, Newport, are
concerts dedicated to St. Cecilia,
Roman martyr and patron saint of
music.
The concert program also includes The Portland Quartet,
Rhode Island Chamber Music,
November 19, Alumnae Hall,
Brown Univeristy; The Rhode
Youth
Philharmonic
Island
Orchestras, November 1, Roberts
Hall, Rhode Island College and the
Philharmonic
Rhode Island
Orchestra, November-23,-Veterans
Auditorium,
Memorial
Providence.
The Barrington YMCA Antique
Show, November 10, and the
Show,
Antique
Harrisville
November 16-17,sponsored by the
Burrillville Historical Society,
High School, East Avenue, Rte.
107, are reached by countryside
rides. 1975cars will be displayed at
the Auto Show, November 1-3,
Civic Center, Providence.
"Swing your partner" opens the
annual Rhode Island Federation
Square and Round Dance Festival,
November 30, Woonsocket High
School.
The All Breed Cat Show of the
Northeast, State Room, Rhodes-onCr~nston,
t he-Pa wtuxet,
November 9-10. Opening day will
feature an exhibition of the rare
Egyptian Mau.
The famous Rhode Island Red
plays a leading role at the South
Association
County Poultry
Poultry Show, November 30, State
Armory, Dixon Street, Westerly.
Bantams, peac'lcks, pidgeons,

Ford publicly pleaded with
possibility the nomination
Congress not to slash aid to
will not be voted on until next
Turkey as it would "underyear.
mine" Kissinger's "negotiaDespite his impressive cretions."
reRockefeller
dentials,
The truth is, according to
m a ins a controversial
our sources, there were NOnominee. The recent dis"negotiations." It was all a
closures of large gifts have
charade designed to convince
added spice to the old tales
a balky Congress that deliabout buying favors. •
cate talks were in progress.
The Judiciary Committee,
Kissinger's meetings with
as well as the House itself,
Minister
Greek Foreign
will be quite different in
George Mavros, for example,
composition next year. Some
were described to us as "cold,
sources tell us that the
very cold." At one point, the
leadership will soon decide
. two leaders posed for picto hold up the nomination untures and Ma.vros did a mar-·
til the new Congress is sworn
velous imitation of a block of
in next January.
granite.
In the meantime, House
Finally, Kissinger turned to
Speak~r Carl Albert, much to
his chagrin, will continue to , the Greek leader. "Come on,
smile," he implored.
be the nation's No. 2 leader.
Oil Talks: The foreign minKissinger Charade: Secreisters of the world's oil-contary of State Henry Kissinger
suming nations recently sat
a
to enact
was forced
down with Secretary of State
charade recently to preserve
Henry Kissinger to discuss
hisimage on Capitol Hill.
the ~ii crisis. D~spite ex,treme
The 'fawmakers have been
secrecy, we can report what
growing increasingly frushappened during the private
trated with Kissinger in rediscussions.
cent months. Many Congresshis
warned
Kissinger
men feel he regards them as.
1
fellow ministers that today's
a necessary evil, that he is
staggering oil prices are a
too much of a one-man show.
threat to world order. The
They resent his obsessive
West, he declared, is being
secrecy. Now their anger is
.
l)ushed to the brink. .
boiling to the surface. In reBritain's Foreign Secretary
cent weeks, they have lashed
James Callaghan took a less
into Kissinger with abandon.
catastrophic view of the Arab
Several senators, for exoil squeeze. He suggested'that
ample, loudly erupted when
the Arab.oil billions might be
they learned Kissinger had
recycled through a loan fund
been involved in the political
into the countries in despersabotage of the late Chilean
,·
.
.ate trouble.
President, Salvador Allende.
Like Callaghan, the other
blow to
The greatest
foreign ministers were also
Kissinger's ego, however,
uneasy about a confrontation
came when both the House
with the oil-producing counand Senate voted to embargo - tri·es.
-This wasn't the best
economic and military aid to
way, they ·argued, to get th'e
Turkey. Kissinger had defied
Arabs to reduce oil prices.
the law, the legislators felt,
France's Foreign Minister
sugwhen he continued to ship
Jean Sauvagnargues
gested bluntly that the United
arms to Turkey after that
on
States bring pressure
country had illegally used
Israel to come to terms with
American weapons to invade
the Arabs. A Middle East set·
Cyprus.
he argued, would
tlement,
Kissinger
face,
To save
cooperation and
Arab
gain
flew to New York for secret
solve the oil crisis.
talks with the forrign minisministers
The foreign
ters of Turkey and Greece,
agreed, however, that the oilwho were in town for the
consuming nations must work
together to relieve the oil
latest U.N. session. In Washcrunch.
ington, meanwhile, President

turkeys, geese and rabbits will also
be featured.
10, The
November
On
Narragansett Bay Sled Dog Club
Wheel Rig Race will be run at
Arcadia State Park; the Rhode
Rovers Motorcycle Club Trials,
Arcadia State Forest area.
"Craftsmen of Rhode Island"
exhibit will be shown, November
13-26,Wheeler Gallery, 228 Angell
Street, Providence. A Christmas
Craft Show, November 29December 24, at the Umbrella
Road,
Old Post
Factory,
Charlestown, features demonstrations by, professional craftsmen.
St. Paul Lutheran Church's
Centennial includes a Service of
24, 389
November
Jubilee,
Greenwich Avenue, Warwick.
Thanksgiving Treasure Hunt,
Temple of Music, Roger Williams
Park, Providence, and Turkey
Hunt, Guiteras Field, ,Bristol,
popular
23 are
November
children's events.
Apples, pumpkins and shocks of
corn form seasonal backdrops for
harvest suppers and bazaars at
FoMer Center Baptist Church,
November 2; Greystone Primitive
Methodist Church, November 1-2;
Kent County Branch International
Sunshine Society, November 3,
Valley Country Club, Warwick;
First Unitarian Church and Grace
Church both, November 14; and
Roger Williams Baptist Cpurch,
November 16, all at Providence
Church,
Episcopal
Trinity
November 22-23, Danielson Pike,
North Scituate and "Country
Holidays", St. David's On The Hill
23, 200
November
Bazaar,
. Meshanticut Valley Parkway,

Cranston, features portrait and
silhouette artists plus antiq~es and
crafts.
Bazaars with international
accents will be at St. Sahag and St.
Apostolic
Mesrob Armenian
Church, November 22-24, 70 Jef"Sko-Fest",
Street;
ferson
music,
Swedish
featuring
November 30, Salvation Army, 386
Broad Street, Providence; and
Polish National Church of the Holy
Cross, November 24, 320 High
Street, Central Falls.
On November 27 ceremonies
commemorating Pilgrims and
Indians will feature a "Thanksgiving Procession" with costumed
marchers representing Indians
and the 51 surviving Pilgrims
preceeds a church service of early
Pilgrim worship, 9 a.m., Con·
gregational Church, 40 Walcott
Street, Pawtucket. An Indian
Harvest Thanksgiving Ceremony
Dinner, Dovecrest, Summit Road,
Arcadia.
In Newport, Belcourt Castle
until
daily
open
remains

Awareness
Day
At RIC
On Tuesday, Oct. 22 there will be
an awareness day at RIC. This day
is part of an awareness week
sponsored by the Parapeligia
Association of Rhode Island. On
this day, there are going to be some
able bodied people in wheelchairs
for the day.
The purpose of this day is to
. make knowp the problems of the
handicapped, not only in going to
school, but going to church, the
movies, shopping, and various
other activities that most people
take for granted.
There are currently many adjustments being made at. this
school, so we are trying to stress
the positive, as well as the negative
aspects of this school, hoping that
other public buildings will follow
this example.
There will _be two places for
wh~elchairs. One will be on the
first floor Roberts l;lall, and the
other will be near the Student
Union. There will be various items
on display that may interest you.
If you get a chance, stop by one
of these stands, look at the
material on display, and you might
even spend some time in a wheelchair to see what it is like.
Kathy Podgurski
Kathy Podgurski

Dance Co.
News
In -preparation for the-return of
the Chamber Ballet and its
director Heinz Poll, the RIC Dance
Company is reviving Poll's work
entitled Compulsions. The highly
intensive dance was performed by
our college's dance company in
1972. Poll with members of his
University of Ohio based ballet
spent 2 weekends teaching the
dance to the RIC company.
Compulsions is characterized by
its diversity. Smooth and tender as
well as crude and sensuous
movements occur in the dance.
Much effort is being put into
reviving the dance. The remaining
members of the o:iginal cast in
recalling the precision Poll
demanded are . carefully instructing the new members. The
emotions required to perform
Compulsionseffectively are just as
important to learn as the specifi~
dance patterns. The videotape.
which Dr. Melcer, the RIC dance
director, insists on making, is
being referred to constantly.
Rehearsals which began three
weeks ago, will continue till Heinz
Poll returns on November 10 and
11.

November 30; Marble House and
The Elms weekends.
Thoroughbred racing continues
at Lincoln Downs until the end of
the month and for "Ocean State"
sailors there are frostbite fleets at
various yacht clubs.
For free Rhode Island literature
write: November Tourist, R.I.
Economic
of
Department
Development, One Weybosset Hill,
Providence, Rhode Island 02903,or
telephone (401)277-2611.

More on Traffic
Regulations
Chief Ed Pt:rry of campus Rules Violation Fund will be
S~ur(tY
security informs us that as of gratefully accepted at the
District
to
furthering
for
Office
Monday, October 21st, traffic
regulations will be enforced. Rules , Court in Providence.
regarding parking procedures,
Traffic regulations are made for
speed restrictions and assorted
benefit of campus order and
the
pertaining to
other matters
and, contrary to
organization
will
campus
automobiles on
are not made to for
belief,
popular
receive their teeth on that date.
the emotional or monetary
Offenders are reminded that all either
of Campus Security.
contributions to the R.I.C. Traffic well-being
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However, Jones points out that in,
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A
the light of our later knowledge
'
Freud's efforts to press the drug on
A
' . 1n l834 a poor neurologist, Dr. cocaine for her "to make her everyone about him made him a f
''A Philosophical and titerary
Sigm~nd Fre~d. depres~ed and strong and give her cheeks red public menace.
Introduction to Existentialism" is
Disillusionment about the drug's
Achronically. fatigued by his_effor~s color."
Freud's enthusiasm about the magical effects developed rapidly. A the title of a new -book by Dr.
m
a practice
. , to _estabhs~
Genover-!l{elson,
By 1885 its capacity to produce a' Kathleen
• drug'seffectswassuchthatbarely
fas~i?nableV1enna,reada~utthe
positive effects of cocame on four months later he published an powerful depression when with- f professor or modern languages at
f Bavarian soldiers in 1883. They essay that Jones describes as drawn after regular use was A Rhode Island College.
Dr. Genover-Nelson, the author
were reported to have been better having "had a tone that never reported, and in 1886 severe mental ,
recurred in Freud's writings, a disturbances after use were noted. A of "Keys to an Existentialist
f able to_ endure f~tigue. and other
Ahardships aft~r mgestion of the remarkable combination of ob- Freud's personal disappointment ' Novel: Rayuela" (by Julio Cortazar), published in 1972, has been
' drug. ~cco~dmg. to Dr. Ernest jectivity with a personal warmth became manifest when his friend,
Jones, m his Life and Work of as if he were in love with the Dr. von Fleischl-Marxow, was not notified by the Spanish publisher,
Sigmund Freud, Freud was en- content itself." In his paper Freud able to maintain himself on low, Playor, S.A., Scholars' Collection,
f thusiastic about wh~t he read a1:d referred to the administration of oc;casional doses. After a year on A Madrid, Spain, ~hat her new ~ok is
procured some cocame to try on his cocaine as an "offering" rather cocaine Dr. von Fleischl-Marxow ' soon to be pubhshed. Accordmg to
patient and himself. But before than a dose, and heatedly rebuffed had escalated his dose to a 'full f a letter from the editorial board of
that had been gram daily, which was twenty_ A the pu?lishing house, they feel that
f giving it to other~, Freud "tried the the "slander"
effect of a twentieth of a gram (50 published about this precious drug. times the dose Freud took in- , there is not another work on the
And he described in detail the termittently, and was spending an su~ject in the_ Spanish language
f milligrams) and found it turned
the bad mood he was in into effects on himself: "I experienced enormous sum of money on the which treats it as .fully as Dr.
giving him the exhilaration and lasting euphoria drug. Then Dr. von Fleischl- f Genover-Nelson's book does. The
cheerfulness,
feeling_of havi~g dined well 'so that which in no way differs from the Marxow developed a full-fledged Sp~n!sh publish~r ~ill ~rrange for
there 1s nothmg at all one need euphoria of a healthy person ... You cocaine psychosis "with white pnnting and distnbution of the
book by_Dr. Genover-Nelson.
b?ther about' but without robbing perceive an increase in self-control snakes creeping over his skin"
A resident of the Cooper Road,
him of any energy for exercise or and possess more vitality and <which is very much like the
Harmony, Dr. N~lson ~arn~d her
things-amphetamine
capacity for work. In other words crawling
work."
Ph.D:. at Catholic :University of
you are simply normal and it is psychosi? described in this column
th1
Ame, 1ca. She received her un- , l>r. Ka een Genover-'.\t'ISon
He was so excited by this result soon hard to believe that you· are on January 27, 1974). Freud was
form Maryland and her MA from the
. degree
that he gave some to his friend and under the influence of any drug." filled with remorse. nursed his dergra~uate
Umon College in University of Maryland.
During this period Freud ex- friend faithfully without avail, as Columbia
associate, Dr. Ernst von FleischlMarxow, who suffered from an perimented with the drug for many he died of his nervous system
extremely painful nervous system clinical conditions both on patients di_sease: Freud ~bando~ed his use
disease, and to a few patients. All, and in the laboratory. He tried to of and interest in co~aine.
Th_e .cycle o~ d1scov~ry oft
inject cocaine directly into the
including Freud, reported great
i~itia! improvement. In a Jetter to area of a nerve to block intractable cocaine s eup~on~ properties a?d
his f1ancee, Freud wrote of his pain, but failed. Later others were later the d1s11lus10nment as its
brilliant success after taking small to succeed, and cocaine was used negative properties b~come known
for many years as the local has occ~rred many ti.mes th~ough
dose15regularly against depression
A recent _history. Freud s expenence
during surgery.
and indigestion. He went on to say anesthetic
l that "it is only now that J feel J am number of Freud's original find- 1sparticularly relevent today when
' a doctor, since I have helped one ings about cocaine as an_appetite cocaine. ,s surging toward a new
.
patient and hope to help more." He suppressa~t, ~n anesthetic, and a populanty.
Norman E. Zmberg, M.D.
included with his letter some potent ant1-fat1gue agent hav.e been
''
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IT WON'T
HURT A BIT

f

Open Letter
to My
Constituents

the
meeting
At its last
parliament voted to give its support to· proposition 9. This bond
issue, wo1,1ldprovide funds for the
expansion of Adams Library, and
also for the building of a hock0y
"ice palace" at URI. Needless to
say. I opposed this latter expenditure with heated vehemence.
But, in light of facts later
presented to the Parliament, I urge
you to support proposition 9. It
seems that we can have our addition to the library and still keep
URI's extravaganza from being
built. Proposition U is for the
approval of selling bonds to build
URI's "i~e palace." If proposition
11 does not pass, their hockey rink
cannot be built. Therefore if we
pass proposition 9 and reject
proposition 11, both the goal of
extending Adams Library and that
of keeping the "ice palace" from
being built will be met. Therefore I
urge you to vote to approve
proposition 9 and to reject
proposition 11.
Respectfully;
Michael C. Lawton
representative at large.

HAVE YOUR SENIOR PORTRAIT TAKEN
FOR THE YEARBOGK

US
OAM'1lllllEfl

appointm'ents being
Blade for,
,>

What You Read Here Is Official
(and it might also be important).

Who's Who
are eligible for nomination. Forms
are available in the Student Life
,\mong Students in American
Universities and Colleges are now Office (Craig-Lee 063) or at the
being received by the comm1ttee. Information Desk in the Student
Any student having graduated in Union. Nominations should be filed
August 74, January 75, or due to on or sent to the Class of 75, Student
graduate in June 75 or August 75 Union on or before October 25, 1974.
Nominations

for Who's

Who

i.

Nov~ 11 - IS. at:

STUDENT UNION 310

October 20
CUT
UNISEX
(2) Female Stylists (2)

BOG

CULTURAL COMMITTEE
presents

-Nov. 10

10 p.m.
Try11,,N,w u,i

RIC -

-<:... \.'

ElmhurstBarber
and Men'sSalon
cor. of Smith and Eaton
Tues.-Fri., 8:30-6:30; Sat. til s
621-8054
Walk-in or Appt.

DISHWASHER
WAN-TED
NIGHTS
Calf

TortillaFlats
831-9336
12:00-5:00 p.m.

POET

WANTED:Girlsfor the RI~ Women's

DIANE WAKOSKI

l~tercollegiateFencingTeam.

Mon., Nov~4 7: 00 p.m.
in the RIC S.U. BALLROOM
NO ADMISSION CHARGE

Beginners Welcomed

If interested,

please leave your name, address and

telephone number
Walsh Gym.

in the Fencing Coach's Mailbox,

"
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Up In The Clouds : The Providence Mayoral Race

'Buddy' Cianci: The No-Nonsense Candidate
by G_eorge McFadden
Out of the three candidates
challenging incumbent mayor
Joseph Doorley this November,
Vincent 'Buddy' Cianci seems to be
the most interesting.
In a
Providence Journal poll which was
published on October 6, Cianci was
shown as running neck and neck
with Doorley. (This in itself is
remarkable, for Providence has
been ..1 predominantly Democratic
city for about the past thirty
years). The poll (see below) can
only be construed in a very general
sense for its results were based on
the questioning of only fifty-eight
voters.
Cianci has a very good
background and he has certainly
risen in governmental
circles
within the past five years. In 1969,
he was appointed as Special
Assistant to the Attorney General
and in 1973, he was appointed as
prosecutor of organized crime and
anti-corruption strike force. He is
continuing the anti-corruption fight
in his race for mayor for he feels
the corruption of Joe Doorley's
crew in City Hall is ruining the
city.

the time for change is at hand. He
may be right, too. A group which
calls itself 'Democrats for Cianci'
is growing larger every day and
they may be the determining
factor in the election. Cianci
himself thinks that they will
number enough to win by election
day.
Question
On corruption in providence:
"I think that one of the reasons. that
rovidence needs a new beginning
is because it's been such a corrupt
city to live in for the past five to ten
years. This is evidenced by the
conviction of Harold Copeland just
two weeks ago."
It can't be denied at this time
that the mayoral race will be a
close one and it seems to be boiling
down to either Doorley or Cianci.

+++++

Anchor: What's your platform in
general?
Cianci: I think there's one theme
running through my campaign

t
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Vincent 'Huddy' t.:ianci: The smiling face that just may be in City
Hall in January.

in an interview with The Anchor
last week· in his downtewn
headquarters, Cianci outlined his
platform and some of his views on
city government. He immediately
strikes one as having a nononsense attitude toward the
governing of Providence and his
ideas for improving the city seem
to be well thought out and practical. He views the job of mayor as
a full-time job, unlike Big Joe who
says he can do it in two and a half
hours a day. He also thinks that the
people of Providence are sick and
tired of Doorley's antics and that

I think that one of the reasons that
Providence needs a new beginning
is because it's been such a corrupt
city to live in for the past five to ten
years. This is evidenced by the
conviction of Harold Copeland just
two weeks ago. As executive
director of the Civic Center, he was
convicted· of soliciting a bribe. I
was head of the Anti-Corruption
Strike Force for the Attorney
General's office and I initiated that
case. I'm glad it was brought to a
fruitful conclusion.
Anchor: He still maintains that
he's innocent.

generally
and
that's
that
Providence needs a new beginning.
Cianci: Well, most criminals,
after they're convicted, maintain
that they're innocent. I've tried
over one hundred and twenty-five
jury trials and there wasn't one
guy whom I've ever met who admitted .that he was guilty after he
was tried and convicted. They're
always
framed.
Copeland's
defense was· that he joked. I
wond~r if h~ joked about the $46,000
that. ·was missing from the Civic
Center..
. Anchor: Do you thi_nk that the
Republican troubles nationally will
affect you?
Cianci: No. That's evidenced in
the poll that the Providence
Journal ran. I'm running pretty
evenly. There's no Republican
that's ever run that close. That's if
you believe that poll. I think that
poll is wrong. I think we're a little
bit ahead.
Anchor: You maintain that
Doorley is corrupt. Do you know of
any specific examples of his
corruption?
Cianci:
Number
one ... the
automobile that he's been driving
around for eighteen months. The
Ford that he received from
Notarantonio Bros. in exchange for
a $500,000 contract for police
automobiles. That's evidence of
corruption because the police
automobiles did not meet the
required
specifications.
The
Providence Journal looked in his
yard and found a· brand new Ford
worth $4,000 or $5,000. He had had it
for eighteen months with a dealer
plate on it. We asked him ·why he
had this car for eighteen months
and didn't register it in his own
name. He replied that, if he had
registered it, he would have had to
pay taxes on it. Well, the man
doesn't understand the meaning of
the word integrity. This is what I
maintain. That's only one of the, I
guess you could say, instances of
corruption.
We have other instances of it.
Just the mayor's dealings with the
Industrial National Bank are
crooked, in my opinion. My God,
the newspapers did an expose on
the dealings and, in my opinion, I
just can't imagine how a mayor,
making $20,000 a year for, I guess it
was four or five years, and then
$32,000 a year, could amass the
fortune that he's got. And then
there's the yachts that he's got
spread out all over the country. A
boat down in Florida, a Boston
Whaler ... What I think is very
important is that he went on
television the day before the
election and said that he only had a
Boston Whaler. Then the Journal
found that he had several other
boats. I really don't care how many
boats he has, what I'm concerned
about is that he lied to the people.
That's the important thing. This is
absurd for a mayor of a city. I say
it's time that he moved out of office.

Print Show
at

Adams
Printwork and drawings by Lisa
Mackie, a contemporary artist
presently
working
at
the
Impressions Studio, Boston, Mass.,
are currently on display in the

Anchor: Isn't there any legal
action that can be brought against
him?
Cianci: You'd have to ask the
Attorney General about that. As
far as I'm concerned, there's far
more to this campaign than just
corruption. Even though we have
hard evidence of corruption in the
City of Providence, there are many
other things. We need to clean up
our neighborhoods. We need to
clean up our schools. We absolutely
have to put a conflict-of-interests
law into effect. We also have to do a
lot of other things to bring back our
city. We have a waterfront that
needs developing. We have a
downtown
that
needs
revitalization. We have programs
for all this. The elderly have long
been neglected. Youth have long
been neglected.
Our Police
Department
has long been
neglected. There's an awful lot to
do.
Anchor: What do you think of
Project Interface?
Cianci: I support it but there's
only one problem with it; it doesn't
provide any economic generators
within the city. That's why we have
come up with a plan which works in
with Project Interface. It provides
for the development
of our
waterfront. The target area which
I'm considering is the area from
Narragansett Electric all the way

---------•
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Question :I
"As far as I'm concerned, there's
far more to this campaign than just
corruption ... we need to clean up
our neighborhoods. \Ve need to
clean up our schools. We absolutely
need to put a conflict-of-interests
law into effect."

her that medical attention that she
needs. It's too bad that she has to
reduce her husband to carrying
around balloons for her. Why won't
she open up her income tax records
and show us? I did. What does she
have to hide? I'd like to know that.
She criticizes me for showing what
I have. And.. .let me tell you
something about the Republican
Party. I wouldn't pay ten cents for
the Republican Party because the
Republican Party's nomination
meant, until a few weeks ago,
absolutely nothing in this city. It
hadn't produced a winner in thirtyfour years. We've been able to
build up that party to, at least, a
fighting one at this time. Mrs.
Coughlin is upset because the
Question 2
Republican Party wouldn't even
On his opponent Jean Coughlin:
consider her to be its nominee. She
"She really. deserves attention at
wanted it, she asked for it, and no
the Medical Center."
one would talk to her.

+++++

up to the Cranston line. We have
energy storage tanks that are not
being used. We have an electric
company that's going to be moving
out in the next five years; an
electric
company
that's
a
$2,000,000 tax payer. No plan has
been formulated to provide for use
of that area. The land in that area,
which is on the water, is valued at a
little less than a dollar a foot.
That's ridiculous. We should be
getting a lot more for that land.
Anchor: Do you think that
Smollins or Coughlin will take any
votes from you?
Cianci: I wish that Mrs. Coughlin
would get around rnore because the
more people who meet her, the
more people dislike her. As far as
Mr. Smollins goes, he and I are
basically saying the same thing but
the only reason Mr. Smollins is
running is because the mayor fired
him for using the Xerox machine
for his own personal benefit. I
guess the mayor fired him rightly;
I guess that I would have fired him
too.
Anchor: In an interview with me,
Mrs. Coughlin came out and said
that you bought your nomination
with a $50,000 contribution to the
Republican Party.
Adams Library Art Gallery at
Rhode Island College.
The artist received her BFA in
lithography and painting from the
University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor in her home state. After
completing her graduate work at
the University -of Wisconsin,
Madison, Miss Mackie was
awarded a Smithsonian Grant to
participate in the 1970 Venice
Biennial and remained there a
year studying as a private student
and painter with Emilio Vedora.
Among the recent exhibits in
which her works have been
displayed are: Annual Realists
Invitational Exhibit, Gallery of
Contemporary
Art, WinstonSalem, North Carolina; the North

--------,
Lisa Mackie, contemporary
artist
from the Impressions Studio in Boston,
talks with gallery viewers in attendance
at the opening of an exhibit of her work
at the Adams Library Art Gallery Rhode
Island College.
R.I.C. Photo By Gordon E. Rowley
RIC Photo By
Gordon E. Rowley

Cianci: (laughter) Did she say
that?
Anchor:· Yes.
Cianci: Well, you see, she's a
little mentally unbalanced. She
really deserves attention at the
Medical Center, and if I'm mayor,
I'm sure I'll open any door to get

Both Doorley and Cianci are
coming to RIC this week to stump
on the campus on October 22 and
23, respectively. Doorley is making
one of his once-in-a-blue-moon
appearances which should set the
stage for Cianci's appearance the
next day. It looks like Uncle Joe is
starting to sweat it now at the
prospect of plenty of free time to
spend on one of his numerous
boats. In spite of the troubles afflicting the Republicans nationally,
this may be the year that they hit
the big time in Providence.

Vet.-Rep.
On Campus
The Veterans Administration
has established an office to handle
the problems and questions of the
RIC veteran population. Carey M.
Colwell will be here on a full-time
basis. The office is located in
Craig-Lee, room 055, and the hours
of operation are Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday 8:30-5:00,
Wednesday 10:30-7:00.
Mr. Colwell is qualified to
counsel on the full range of VA
benefits, to include compensation
and pension claims and the new
Veterans Group Life Insurance
program. Any questions concerning applications or payment
delivery should be directed to this
office.
NOTICE

Payment by the VA for the cost
of tutorial assistance may be
available for veteran students.
Anyone interested in this program
should see Mr. Colwell who will
discuss with you the eligibility and
entitlement provisions and the
circumstances under which you
may be given such assistance.
Carolina Artists Exhibit, North
Carolina Museum of ~rt, Raleigh,
N C • and the Davidson Nati,,nal
P~i~t and Drawing Competition
(1913, 1974) Davidson, N.C.
The exhibit is open to the public
and will remain at Adams Library
through Friday,October 18.
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DRAWINGS
by,
Robert Mayoh

M.ark Twain

William Burroughs.
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CANADIANTRAVELS:Part I
by Joseph W. Sullivan

When I first -decided to write this
thought I might emphasize a
journey I made to Newfoundland
last summer. As much as I enjoy
reading travelogues, and, I trust,
as much as others may enjoy them,
I felt that .a mere chronicle of
where I went, what I ate, and
where I stayed might amount to a
torpid "What I Did On My Summer
Vacation".
• Without burdening my readers
with the same hum-drum variety
of tourist data one might obtain
from a simple travel-agency
brochure, I would prefer to comof the
impressions
municate
Canadian Provinces I received
from no less than four separate
trips to Canada.
What I have done is to consolidate these accumulated impressions from my 1967 and 1971
trips to Montreal; a 1972 visit to
and Prince
New Brunswick
Edward Island; and last year's
journPy to New Brunswic...:, Nova
Scotia and Newfoundland.
I would mention an earlier 0965)
trip to Niagara Falls, Ontario
except that I contracted foodpoisoning on that occasion and
would feel more qualified to
discuss nausea than any distinct
impressions I may have ~egarding
the Horseshoe Falls.
I might also add that I was accompanied on these trips by a close
friend and native of Canada whose
family connections and knowledge
enabled me to talk with Canadians
and so learn more about the
country than I might have ordinarily.

and a
theme,
"Canadian"
proclivity to discard colonial
French and British identities.
I found this tendency to enunciate a common national heritage
exciting; and I noticed it was
accompanied by an interesting

Canada is a land with, which,
Americans are, at once, strongly
familiar and largely ignorant. It is
a "taken for granted" attitude
which causes a good deal of confusion among Yankees.
Canadians are fascinated by
Americans who drive over the
border, their backseats loaded
with Coca Cola, in the delusion that
that beverage is unobtainable
there. By the same token,
Canadians are bewildered by

Looking towards tht> Citadt>I

anti-Americanism.
companion:
Young Canada does not want to be
dominated by the United States; it
disdains domination by traditional
Most College-age
influences.
Canadians with whom I spoke had
little regard for the customary
dividing lines: French vs. English;
Whig vs. Tory; Protestant vs.
Catholic. They voiced hope for a
Canadian national determination
in world as well as domestic af(airs.
Nevertheless, as nationalism is a
definite political factor, tradition
still persists and it does so no
strorrger than in Eastern Canada.
Since more Canadians are concentrated in cities and towns then
elsewhere, the most revealing
aspects of this phenomena are
better observed from an urban
perspective.
SAINT JOHN
Seventy miles north of the international boundary, we came
upon the first city of the
Maritimes, Saint John. Located on
a small peninsula flanked by the

Downtown Halifax from the Citadel

questions concerning Canada's
territorial status and if and when
this other Alaska will be admitted
to statehood.
Actually, if one looks beyond the
preponderance of Goodyear tires,
Campbell's Soups and Chevrolets,
one can find considerable social
difference.
There are few "Americanized"
Most Canadians'
Canadians.
allegiances are to facts of ethnic
by that
heritage determined
section of the Dominion they
consider home. Thus, the Maritime
Provinces, having been settled by
British largely, has more of a
British flavor to it than Quebec
which is predominately French.
Kilts and Union Jacks are to be
seen in Halifax, while in Montreal,
the fleur delis is on display. All this
is, of course, traditional; and is
held most sacrosanct by older
Among younger
generations.
Canadians there is a rising, though
subtle, nationalism - a greater
identity with an independent

Saint John River and Courtney
Bay, the city has the population of
Fall River (100,000) and the civic
design of Providence. Driving into
Saint John is tantamount to entering a neighbor's home through
the basement workroom. It is a

laborer's town and little else.
Between processing lumber
products and handling a goodly
percentage of Canada's maritime
commerce, Saint John is too busy
to look respectable. The city also
refines sulphur, and on the day we
arrived, the air was filled with a
fragrance not unlike that of a
neglected poultry farm.
Despite the recent construction
of new office buildings, the community still has many run-down
tenement flats occupied by, among
others, members of Canada's
small Black population. I noticed
some deterioration of wharfs along
the waterfront despite all the
shipping, and the narrow, unplanned streets in the older section
of town.
The Chamber of Commerce did
little to a'dvertize the city ·as a
other than
tourist attraction
erecting billboards welcoming the
wayfarer to the "Loyalist City",
for it was to Saint John that
American colonists, loyal to the
Crown, fled after the Revolution. I
a
thought it would require
tremendous amount of loyalty to
remain in Sa'int John; and as I
later·. learned, New Brunswick
suffers from a steady emmigration
to the U.S. and Western Canada.
Characteristically, one genuine
attraction is not man-made: the
Reversing Falls of the Saint John
River.
At the ·mouth of the Saint John
has been deposited a veritable wall
of rocks; probably as a fact of
erosion. Depending upon the ebb
and flow of the tide, the water
alternately rushes over this "wall"
into the river mouth, and then
rushes out again into the Bay of
Fundy. At high tide, the water
appears to be falling into the river,
and at low tide, falling in reverse,

.,
into the Bay. Ships wishing to
hurdle the Falls either way, must
thus wait for the appropriate tide.
in this
Another attraction
vicinity is Magnetic Hill. At this
site, an automobile sitting on the
brow of the hill, facing downward,
appears to move back up the incline. I have never been able to
learn the answer to this riddle
though the suggestion of an optical
illusion seems the most plausible.
The Bay of Fundy coast of New
Brunswick - has quite a few surprises in store for the traveler. At
Moncton, 100 miles northeast of
Saint John, and at the headwaters
of the Bay, the tide rises and falls
with astounding differentiation.
The speed with which the tide
changes is perhaps the most exciting aspect of this body of water.
A larger trawler, tied up to the
pier, its deck level with that of the
pier, sits like some stranded
behomoth whale upon the mud
flats a short time later, the water
having fairly rushed out. The tidal
"bore", as it is known, takes place
later when the water "bores" back
in at the same high speed. The
impetuosity with which high tide is
accomplished here enables one to
actually hear the tide regain the
shoreline. I have heard that persons walking the mud flats at low

the 16th century to balance the
power against the French fortress
at Louisbourg and to discourage
further colonization of non-British
origin.
Modified several times in its long
the
reign of conspicuousness,
Citadel occupies a most comlike ·some
manding position;
Canadian Mount Olympus. It is the
old story of British colonial enterprises: first the fort and the
soldiers; then the town and the
civilians. However, the civilians
have far outlasted the military as
Her Majesty's forces were withdrawn in 1906leaving this martial
in the hands of
monstrosity
Canadian troops.
Needless to say the advent of
nuclear weapons has rendered the
Citadel somewhat useless, and so
the chief business of the fortification at present is the defense
of Canadian and British war
from relentless
memorabilia
assaults by corrosion.
What formerly were Barracks
buildings inside the fort have been
converted into a museum. Relics of
various Colonial Wars lay under
glass. Guns, bullets, epaulets, belt
buckles, swords, etc. are in
common stock. Letters written by
homesick English soldiers are in
full display. Manniquins dressed in

~

'

i\ Nova Scotia Bagpiper

tide not far from shore have
drowned; not having gotten back to
high ground before the tide
·_
returned.
Of all the natural phenomena ·of
New Brunswick, the fickle tide
schedule of the Bay ·of Fundy is
perhaps the most spectacular, if
not the least subtle.
THE.
HALIFAX
CITADEL
Halifax is another seaport town,
like Saint John, in the Maritimes.
the community's 123,000 citizens
are to be found encamped upon a
broad, sloped peninsula jutting out
into Halifax Harbor.
As with Montreal, Halifax is built
around a hill. At the top of the hill
one finds the original excuse for
the city's settlement: the Halifax
Citadel. A massive structure half
sunken into the hill's summit, the
Citadel was built by the British in

full uniforms reminded us that
North America was not easily won.
Remnants of the Anglos-Egyptian
Campaign and the Boer War as
wells as World Wars I and II
testified that the English-speaking
world has spent some time in
'm.{lking war and gloriiying it.
Hasn't it ever occured to anyone
to establish a museum of peace?
Perhaps we could assemble the
artifacts and instruments used in
furthering peace throughout the
world and display them in a
"citadel" of sorts. I think I'd go as
far to view the United ~ations
Charter in a glass case as I have to
see a .Nazi propaganda broadside.
our efforts to
Unfortunately,
establish peace have been minimal
and such a collection would
amount to nothing.
<Next week; Halifax to Cape
Breton)

PROGRESSIVE BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
461 Smith Street
Providence, R.I.
02908

WORKING CLASS LITERATURE
Tuesday
Thursday
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&
Saturday 12 - 6 p.m.
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DO YOU WANT
ANSWERS?
now

you can

ask·-

-

Do you have any problems or concerns that no one could or would help
•
you with here at RIC?
Now you can ask -

President Willard
Vice President of Academic Affairs Ridgway Shinn
Vice President of Business Affairs Ernest ~_verbey
Vice President of Student Affairs
Director o-f Security

Donald Hardy

Edward Perry

face to face at the
your questions
Administrators
Meeting
- Students
meeting.
Corrimunicating

next
for

Campus problems which have been discussed during the first two
meetings are: robberies in the dorms, car thiefs, the controversia I Hea Ith
Report concerning GYN services, tuition raises, bookstore operations,
cost of bus rides to campus, and the effects of changing the name of the
school to Rhode Island State University.
Dialogue is still open and needed on these important
others.

topics as well as

Bring Your Questions and Suggestions

Come to
S. U. Chambers
Thursday

Oct.
'll

24th
a.m·.
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SOCCER

Meet the

Geary's, Sportspective

A Loss, A Win, A Tie
by Tim Geary
The Anchormen covered all the
The second half began and so did
bases last week by first bowing 2-0 the machine. Bill Alves took up
then where _he left off in the first half
Connecticut
to Eastern
to trounce
back
bouncing
and drilled in his second goal of the
Massachusetts Maritime 6-3 and game to put RIC out in front to
finally to tie Worcester State 2-2. _stay. His goal was the game winner
The injuries continue to plague as it appropriately should have
RIC and the team has yet to func- been. Dan Andrade scored the fifth
tion as a healthy unit since the first goal and showed all day long that
gamP of the year. Although he can still rvove fairly well despite
everyone is back playing with the the painful knee injury that he
exception of Charlie Chaves the suffered earlier. Dom Petrarca
club is not at its peak due now closed out scoring by hitting the far
mainly to the little nagging type of side of the goal with his left foot.
injury that keeps the. machine
sputtering.
The Eastern Connecticut game
was a bomb according to reliable
sources and doesn't warrant any
more space than this. Mass
Maritime is more an example of- •
what I have been talking about.
scored first on a
Maritime
relatively uncontested goal. RIC
then came to life as Bill Alves
sparked the booters with his exceptional play. RIC's first goal
came when Dom Petrarca scored
on a rebound of a blistering Alves
shot that knocked the goaltender
down and out and all Petrarca had
to do was touch it with his injured
right instep.
Petrarca then s-cored again
moments later when Alves sent a
perfect corner kick right in front of
the Maritime goal. Dom headed it
Bill Alves
into the net and the Anchormen
lead for the first time in two weeks. The oddity about this is that Dom
Next Alves decided he had seen has never been able to kick very
enough of Petrarca scoring and he well with his left foot but if one
decided to do some himself. Bill witnessed that goal one would
moved in from his right wing never know it.
A tip of the hat to Cam Piere! and
position too~ the ball, dribbled
around two defenders and sent a Bob Ferro who played the game
low screamer.to the short side for a like wounded rhinos.
In RIC's 2-2 tie against Wor3-1 RIC lead ..
As the first half began to close cester St. the scoring was done by
the booters began to sputter and Orlando Andrade and Bill Alves.
play like a totally different team. According to sources close to the
To be frank about it they were team the machine was sputtering
complacent for the last 8 or so again. The team's record to date is
minutes and it cost them 2 goals. 2 wins, 3 losses and 4 ties.

Anchormen

Song for the U~ung National IR1igue
ATLANTA: Mike Lum. lle has Sadecki. Just traded to the Carbeen • the unsung player"' .of th~ -~dii:tals.Sadecki has been pitching
Braves for the last four years. A in the clutch for over a decade now
solid outfielder who hits for and yet he never has received the
truly
he
that
average and power and knocks in a recognition
lot of key runs for the Braves. One warranted. Pitched for the 1964
of the main reasons that Han~ ~ World Champion Cardinals and the
Aaron has hit _somany homers. He_ '69 Champion Mets. Comes up with
often bats behmd ~aron ~nd his big the_ big victory or the good long
bat forces opposing pitchers to relief stint. Should bolster the
redbirds.
pitch to Hank.
PHILADELPHIA: Del Unser.
Dave
(CUBS):
CHICAGO
Rosello - The rookie second The Phils centerfielder is one of the
baseman took over from the toughest men to strikeout in all of
departed Glenn Beckert and the baseball. Catches almost anything
infield never skipped a beat. Don he can wave at. He hit .265 and
Kessinger the Cubs fine shortstop amazingly clouted 11 homers
says that "Rosello is the best pivot which is a lot for a little guy like
man I have ever seen". Bunts Unser. One of the best bunters
exceptionally well and plays hit baserunners and hit and ru~
players in baseball.
and run better than most.
PITTSBURG: Richie Hebner. A
,{;INCINNATl: Dave Concepcion. very under-rated defensive thirdProbably the best hitting shortstop baseman. He's not spectacular but
in baseball. This past year he hit he is extremely steady. His bat is a
.281 with 14 homers and 83 runs different story. At the plate Hebner
knocked in. He has great speed, ·is sensational. He is one of the best
good range to either side and a rifle hitting third basemen in the
league. This year he hit .291with 18
arm.
HOUSTON: Bob Watson. Has hoIT\eruns and 68 runs batted in.
ST. LOUIS: Ted Sizemore. Lou
always been a high .290s to .300
hitter in the big leagues and yet he Brock attributes his base stealing
never has been really given the success this past season to Ted due
notice that he deserved. This to the fact that Sizemore was very
season his average dropped off to adept as. to swing through a pitch
.250 at the allstar break when it knowing that Brock had the base
..yas discovered that his eye doctor stolen or to foul 'it off if Brock did
jiad given him the wrong pre- not have a good jump. Sizemore
scription. He finished with an bunts well, plays hit and run well
amazing spurt and ended up with a and is a clutch type hitter. Also he
is a very fine second baseman who
.298 average.
LOS ANGELES: Bill Russell. can turn a doubleplay as well as
The young Dodger shortstop is also anyone in the league.
SAN DIEGO: Dave Winfield.
the best centerfielder in the league
defensively. Still has trouble at Looks to be a real star of the future
short but he gets the job done. His for the young Padres. Can run, hit
bat is timely and his speed is and throw exceptionally well. This
amazing. This year he hit a very past season Winfield hit .265with 19
solid .269and drove in 65 runs. Still homers and 74 RBIs. He also
scored 57 runs.
learning.
SAN FRANCISCO: Tito Fuentes.
MONTREAL: Barry Foote. A
young aggressive catcher who gets One of the best second basemen in
the most out of the Expo's pitchers. the National League. The type of
A fine defensive backstop with a ballplayer who runs the infield.
strong throwing arm. He hit .262 Hits to all fields very well and
this year with 11 homers and 60 bunts better than anyone else can
on artificial turf. Hits behind the
RBIs. Good future for him.
NEW YORK (METS): Ray runner and seldom strikes out.
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Dan Andrade

Last year playing as a halfback,
talented Dan Andrade pumped
home six goals and added seven
assists as a junior. This year he's
been leading the Anchormen as a
co-captain. Last season Dan scored
the eventual game winning goal in
a big 4-1 victory over Providence
College and tallied twice in a 5-3
win in the rain and mud over Fitchburg State.
This year he got off to a great
start by scoring the first two goals
of the season against Portland
Gorham. In the second game he
was one of the key members of the
team that was injured. For Dan 'it
was an extremely wrench~d right
knee which kept him out of the next
few games. Even now he is playing
in pain and with the knee heavily
taped.
Dan is the older brother of the
Andrade duo that has been driving
opponents crazy for the past two
seasons and figures to do more of
the same in this campaign. Dan is
highly respected by his teammates
and by everyone on campus who
know him. He has played for the
Pawtucket Rangers in the Interstate Soccer League and was a
member of the Rhode • Island
Allstar Soccer team that competed
against the R.I. Oceaneers this
summer.
Dan is a social science major
who hopes to go into teaching.

of oneof theteams
Geary's Queeries

andcanwriteat all seeTimGeary,
at 12:00.
Wednesday

Fall baseball closes with a 6-0victory over Brown.

Hig's Corner

The soccer twist. Pboto by Mike Henry.

(back by popular demand)
Can you name the two RIC
basketball players who finished
their careers with 997 points?
Who was RIC's athlete of the
year last year?
Who Pinch hit for pitcher Dave
Stenhouse in the 1962All Star game
and what did he do?
Answers next week.
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A sour view of that sweet stuff.
America has tur·ned into a nation of sugar addicts.
In 1972 we consumed an average 126 pounds of
caloried sweeteners per person. More than two
pounds a week for each and every one of us. Enough
sugar to cause serious danger to your teeth, general
•
health and possibly even your heart.
If you think you're not eating as much sugar as
the average American, you're probably mistaken.
Much of our sugar intake is hidden in sweetened
foods like snacks and soda pop, cakes and candy,
desserts and cereals, and even in sauces and frozen
veget,lbles.
It's high time we stopped the sweet talk about
that sweet stuff. Here are some bitter facts from
doctors, nutritionists and the U.S. government:
Sugar contains no vitamins, no minerals, no protein.
Sugar contains only calories - as many as 30 per
rounded teaspoon.
Sugar ·snot a necessary part of a balanced diet you do not need to eat sugar at all since a healthy
body converts all the energy it needs from other foods.
decay afflicts 98% of
Sugar rots )'our teeth.
Americans. And a dental bill can hurt even more than
a toothache. Evidence indicates that sugar is the primary villain in causing tooth decay. The sour candy you suck on or the soda pop you suck up drenches
your teeth in sugar.
Sugar.canmakeyou fat. When you eat sugar it's easy
to take in more calories than you need because sugar
is nothing but calories. And you only need a little
sugar to get a lot of calories.

Sugarmay affectyour heart. Recent s-tudies suggest a
relationship between high sugar intake and heart
disease. Some doctors believe that eating too much
sugar could be as harmful to your heart as excess fat
consumption.
Sugarinterfereswith good nutrition. If you substitute
sugar for good nutritive foods; you dilute your nutrient intake. If you add sugar on top of a balanced diet,
you'll probably get fat.
What should you do abdut this sour view of sweet
1
stuff? Now that you know that sugar is not all sweetness and light, here are a few suggestions. Skip presweetened cereals, try a little fresh fruit on regular
cereal instead. Put less sugar - or none at all - in
your coffee or tea. Stop using sweets as a reward to
children for good behavior (or you run the risk of
giving them a sweet tooth for life.) Switch _to snacks
and drinks like nuts, raw fruits, whole and skimmed
milk and unsweetened fruit juices.
Actually, the best thing you could do is to completely stop adding sugar to your food. But that's a
pretty tall order. What you and your family should do·
is cut down on sugar. You'll b-eamazed at all the fun
things to eat that aren't sweet!
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